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video free america,

in cooperation with the PACIFIC FILM ARCHIVE
announces

APES FROM All TRIBES

A month long presentation of alternative, experimental, underground
video tapes .
JULY 21-AUGUST 15 at the POSTER GALLERY
UNIVERSITY ART MUSEUM
WEDNESDAY
JULY 21
THURSDAY
JULY 22
FRIDAY
JULY 23

SATURDAY
_~i-U LY 24

SUNDAY
JULY 25

OPEN STUDIO and PREVIEWS
-10 PM
Drop in, rap about video--politics, art, technology, econo ics, porno,
or whatever ; pick up schedules and watch while we try to g t it together for the firs
showings on Friday .
No admission chg .
8 & 10 PM
EQUINOX - EQUINOX
At first, a documentary of the 1970 fall equinox celebration in Golden Gate Park,
including Soufi Sam Lewis, members of the Ali Akbar Khan school of music,
Yogi Bajan, and the San Francisco Police ; then recycled electronically to give
alternate video realities .
By Video Free America .
Color and black & white . 90min .
AN EVENING WITH THE VASULKAS

8 & 10 PM

Electronic visual and sound compositions by Woody and Steena Vasulka .
"There is time, time to sit down and just surrender .
There is no reason to
entertain minds anymore, because that has been done and did not help ; it just
does not help and there is no help anyway, there is just surrender, the way
you surrender to the Atlantic Ocean, the way you listen to the wind, or the
way you watch the sun set, and that is the time you don't regret that you had
nothing else to do ." -The Vasulkas .
Color and black & white . 90 min .
An evening by JACKIE CASSEN
8 & 10 PM
NEW VRINDABAN 1970
A lyrical rendering of a week-long celebration of Krishna's birthday held
the Society for Krishna Consciousness' communal farm in West Virginia .
Black and white . 45 min .
ECOLOG
A media poem about the same .

Color,

45 min .

A PORTRAIT of CHARLOTTE MOORMAN
EXPLORATIONS of ERIC SIEGAL'S VIDEO SYNTHESIZER

A NEW KIND OF TV FOR A NEW KIND OF AUDIENCE

video free america,

in cooperation with the PACIFIC FILM ARCHIVE
announces

TAPES FROM ALL TRIBES

A month long presentation of alternative, experimental, underground
video tapes .
JULY 21-AUGUST 15 at the POSTER GALLERY
UNIVERSITY ART MUSEUM
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8 :00 The Philo T. Farnsworth Video Obelisk , a tribute to the inventor of T . V. and
the first known long-running S . F . video show . By Electric Eye . 80 min . B&W.
10 :00 What Would We Do Without TV, by Sam Egan and Jeff Levine . 32 min . B&W.
Community TV Guerilla Handbook, all information has bias, still the medium
should be liberated for the transmission of all bias . By Johnny Videotape. 50 min.
B&W .

8 :00 Swami Satchadenanda, his message at Hunter College on April 30, 1971.
By Video Access and Integral Yoga institute . 2 hrs . B&W .
10 :00 Mayday in Washington, by the Mayday Video Collective, sent by Thomas Klein .
30 min . B&W .
Kissinger My Ass, interviews with those involved in the Berigan conspiracy .
By Alan Schulman . 40 min . B&W.
8 :00 Tapes by John Reilly and Rudi Stern of Global Village, The Ballad of A . J . Weber man, Central Park Video Poem, Rip Torn as Dick Nixon, Edgar Winter and
others . 90 min . Color & B&W.
10 :00 Voyage of the Cyrano (sailing up the Hudson) and others . By Doug White . 55 min .
B&W"
The Big Frisbee, featuring the Berkeley Frisbee Group. By Kate Coleman and VFA .
30 min . B&W.

FJWP~ 30

8 on
:00 An Experience in Video Process . A full evening of live cameras, replays, audience
involvement, with both people and technology. Also tapes of Sam's Cafe, the
Whole Earth Catalog Demise party, truckin' tapes, and alternative living struc
tures . By Ant Farm, Alternetworks, and Media Access (the video wing of Portola
Institute) .
SUWAYST

8 :00 An Evening with the Vasulkas, electric visual and sound compositions by Woody
and Steina Vasulka . Color & B&W . 90 min.
10 :00 Tapes by Eric Siegel, - Einstine, Symphony of the Planets, Tomorrow Never Knows,
and World Peace Brain.
Cripple and Cracks by Bill Creston and Carl
Methfessel
Excerpts from Television as Abstract Art, from
Creighton U ., sent by Eric Somer :
1 hr. Color & B&W .
A NEW KIND OF TV FOR A NEW KIND
OF AUDIENCE
Admission : 75 cents
I

video free america,

,

in cooperation with the PACIFIC FILM ARCHIVE
announces

APES FROM ALL TRIBES

A month long presentation of alternative, experimental, underground
video tapes .
JULY 21-AUGUST 15 at the POSTER GALLERY
UNIVERSITY ART MUSEUM
75 cents
WEDNESDAY
AUGUST 4

8 :00

10 :00

THURSDAY
AUGUST 5

8 :00

10 :00

FRIDAY
AUGUST 6

8 :00
10 :00

SATURDAY
AUGUST 7

8 :00

10 :00
SUNDAY

AUGUST 8

8 :00

10 :00

Four varied approaches
to the new medium .
Three Dances for the Black Racer .
By Stuart Robertson .
31 min B&W
Mayday in Washington .
By the Mayday Video Collective .
25 min . B&W .
The Screening .
By Bruce Bermelin .
20 min .
B&W .
Two Pieces .
By Frederick Chafie .
8 min . B&W .
preview--The Continuing Story of Carol & Ferd , a video verite, counter-cultural
documentary soap opera .
A work-in-progress by Video Free America and
we'd like to get audience feedback .
90 min .
B&W .
The opening of the University Art Museum and studies of exercise and move
ment by Ann Halprin's Dancer's Workshop .
Tapes by Connie Beeson .
40 min
B&W .
Tapes by Eric Siegel .
Einstine, Symphony of the Planets, Tomorrow Never
Knows, World Peace Brain .
Color .
50 min .
Two Forms of pure video
God Will Conquer .
By Michael Porter .
63 min .
B&W .
Feedback by Skip Sweeney .
Skip Sweeney .
25 min .
B&W .
An evening by Jackie Cassen .
An exploration of Eric Siegel's Synthesizer,
Ecolog , a media poem, A Portrait of Charlotte Moorman New Vrindaban 1970 .
90 min .
Color & B&W .
Video and Rock .
A collection of 90 minutes or more of varied video treatments of rock music .
Including--Commander Cody at Sky River, the Youngbloods at Provo Park July 4th, pieces from Westpole , Big Brother (Janis'
first TV appearance) and on Dick Cavett (her last) .
By Bob Zagone and
Video Free America .
Come and get it on with a TV set .
Tapes by John Reilly and Rudi Stern of Global Village .
The Ballad of A .J .
Weberman , by John Reilly .
Video Journal , by Rudi Stern .
These earliest
experimenters in alternate video have sent some of their latest wor< .
90 Min .
Video Rock .
Same as Friday 10 PM .
Both amateurs and pros contributing to this program of early
video erotica, including Family 02 , by Pablo Ferro, Feedback
Emily's Place , by Larry Lieberman, Captain Video , by Captain
90 min .
Come and get it off with a television .
80
The Philo T . Farnsworth Video O belisk .
By Electric Eye .

examples -)f
Fuc< , by VFA,
V deo Willy .
min .

B&W .

video free america,

in cooperation with the PACIFIC FILM ARCHIVE
announces

(APES FROM ALL TRIBES

'A month long presentation of alternative, experimental, underground
video tapes .
JULY 21-AUGUST 15 at the POSTER GALLERY
UNIVERSITY ART MUSEUM
75 cents
Wednesday
August 11

8 :00

Some surprising tapes by students of the Marin Country Day School
+Tapes by Doug Davis, Look Out :
A documentary videotape by many ands
Numbers :
A videotape event for the Boston ymphony Orch .
10 :00 Voyage of the Cyrano (sailing up the Hudson), and others by Doug White
The Endless Frisbee by VFA

Thursday
August 12

8 :00
10 :00

A mellow hour ,7r so with Branchwater and Friends
Big Ass Color Video Tape by the Environmental Media Workshop, Ca ifornia
Institute of the Arts
Sam's Cafe revisited by Alternetworks, a behind-the-screen view f electronic media

Friday
August 13

8 :00

A Message to California , by Peoples' Video Theater of New York
Mayday in Washington , by the Mayday Video Collective
Kissinger, My Ass , by Alan and Tommy, a study of the people invo ved in the
so-called Berrigan conspiracy
Nude Poems 1,2,3, & 6 and other pieces by Francis Coehlo
Short Version a tape by Isaac Abrams and Carol Herzer

10 :00
Saturday
August 14

Sunday
August 15

8 :00
10 :00

2 :00
8 :00
10 :00

The Moo
the Vidium throu h Feedback :,a synthesis of energies owards
a visual music--language, by Doug McKechnie, Bill Hearn, and VFA
An Evening with the Vasulkas
electronic visual and sound compo itions
by Woody and Steina Vasulka--"There is time, time to sit down and just
surrender . . . the way you surrender to the Atlantic Ocean, the way you listen
to the wind, or the way you watch the sun set, and that is the t me ,ou
don't regret that you had nothing else to do ."
An analysis of Rhetoric through the magic of video tape, replays, stop action
and a demonstration with live cameras, by Michael Porter
Ecolog, Portrait of Char lott e Moorman, New Vrindaban 1970, Explo ations
of Eric Siegel's color synthesizer , by Jackie Cassen
Ballad of A .J . Weberman :
Bob Dylan appears to use Clorox ; if this fact
seems to interest you, this tape is for you .
Video Journal
tapes by John Reilly and Rudi Stern of Global Village
of New York
A New Kind of Television for a New Kind of Audience

INFORMATION SHEET

Two showings per evening, Wednesday through Sunday, July 21 to August 15-each show will be approximately 1'-z hours long -- a total of 50 shows -75 hours total .
Our intention is to show everything sent at least once, but we reserve the
right to some selectivity .
Those particularly successful will be repeated
up to four times .
We encourage you to send tapes in 1'z hour or 3 hour modules, thereby allowing
us to devote a single showing or a full evening to your work .
(But more, less
or odd amounts are, of course, welcome) .

We prefer the tapes you send to be on EIAJ Type 1 VTR (Sony AV), Sony 2" CV
or Sony 1" EV format, but we probably can provide the technology for any other
format .
Color is fine, as we intend to devote at least one weekend to the
display of color tapes . (Again, preferably on Sony AV technology) .
Three b&w VTR inputs and up to eight monitors (18-22")
we will lay out as per instructions sent with tapes .

will

be available which

For those who use matrix switchers, we have a switcher of up to 6 inputs available .
Seating capacity -- 50 chairs, room for 30 more
We will pay postage both ways for tapes sent (special fourth class rate, special
delivery) if you send tapes far enough ahead of time .
(Allow 10 days for delivery) .
The absolute deadline for receipt of tapes is July 21, but we do urge you to
get them to us by July 14 if you want to receive full benefit of our publicity and
a maximum number of showings .
Tapes will be returned imme diat ely after use .
Enclosed is an instruction sheet for tapes you will be sending .
We request you
send it to us in the enclosed self-addressed envelope at the same time you send
tape .
(It will arrive a week sooner enabling us to prepare program and publicity
information in advance .)
Mail

tapes and instruction sheet to :
PACIFIC FILM ARCHIVE
ATT : WILLARD MORRISON
UNIVERSITY ART MUSEUM
2625 DURANT AVENUE
BERKELEY, CALIFORNIA 94720

stationery

June 9,
To Whom We Hope It Will

1971

Concern :

Some casual inquiries which we made earlier this Spring at the University
of California Art Museum in Berkeley resulted suddenly in less than casual
plans to convert a poster gallery into a video theater from July 21 to August
15 .
This provides the opportunity for us and other interested parties to show tapes
under what we feel are some excellent circumstances .
The program, to be presented in cooperation with the Pacific Film Archive,
has been titled "Tapes from all Tribes," stating our intention to offer as wide
a spectrum of underground, alternative, experimental (or whatever) video from
as many sources as
possible .
Both to us and the Pacific Film Archive these showings will offer an important
opportunity for a kind of double exposure :
first, to expose our own Berkeley- San
Francisco alternative and artistic communities for the first time on this scale to
important work in alternative forms of television and, second, to expose the work
of numerous video artists to a large number of relevant eyes and ears, far and
wide .
The publicity efforts by the University Art Museum for these showings, as
for all events, range from leafletting the Berkeley community to sending releases
to 400 major national and international newspapers and magazines .
Extensive mailinglists and local radio and newspaper advertising are utilized .
"Tapes from all Tribes" will be running simultaneously with and adjacent to
regular Pacific Film Archive film screenings which consistently draw large and
lively audiences -- the people, the nearby restaurant and sculpture court, and
the museum itself promise an ambiance and environment most conducive to the dis
play of the work .
Yes, folks -- all this only one and a half blocks off Telegraph
Avenue .
The admission will be the "people's price" of 75 cents (same as for the films) .
Hardly a money trip, the receipts will go towards partially defraying the cost of
postage, publicity, technology and running personnel .
No doubt some financial
return can be arranged for those able to provide running labor and/or special
technology required for their own tapes .
So much for the sales pitch .

stationery

Dear Everybody :
First, thanks for submitting your tapes to Tapes From All Tribes
and apologies for not getting this to you sooner . By now your tapes
should have been received in return mail ; if not, I'm sure you'll let
us know immediately .
Tapes were still arriving as of the fifth week's extension of
the showings, and audiences grew steadily .
If it were up to us, we'd
still be showing . Audiences totaled about 2000 people over the five
week period .
(Exact figures aren't available due to our somewhat less
than militant policy towards free admissions, but it's an average of
around 40 per show .) A surprising number of people attended regularly
on a "drastically reduced" season ticket plan . The feedback was, with
a few exceptions, quite positive .
Our own evaluation in brief goes
something like this :
What we did right (first, of course) :
Made invitations to submit as public as possible ; the result : a
broad spectrum of tapes from a variety of sources .
Provided (for 5 weeks anyhow) a focus of video activity in the
S .F . Bay Area, where video and non-Video folks got together to watch
and rap (endlessly), often to the consternation of the museum staff .
Helped many people complete projects "in progress," in some cases
by providing technology or editing assistance, and in others simply
by creating a display situation with a guaranteed audience and deadline .
made accessible for viewing, for the first time in the Bay Area,
a representative collection of alternate video from around the country .
Plugged in a number of artists looking for access to video
resources .
One instance : artists using a Aoog, Vidium, and Feedback
got together, resulting in a showing assembled specifically for Tapes
From _111 Tribes .
Generated some pretty mellow evenings for a lot of people .
Learned a lot about ourselves (and even more about some others) .

stationery

Mistakes (to be corrected "next time") ;
We failed to bet specific feedback, either written, or more appropriately, on
tape, from audiences to the artists . Any attempt to reconstruct now what we got
informally seems futile .
This is probably the biggest single disappointment to us .
`Ne didn't ask for program notes about philosophy, production techniques, or
whatever from the artists to be distributed at the showings .
Publicity could have been more pointed towards political, community, artistic,
and educational sources, particularly about relevance of specific tapes .
Some attention should have been paid to programming in alternate video for
children (If it doesn't exist, perhaps it's a concern for all of us) .
Some method of remuneration for contributing artists and groups should have
been arranged  through grants, fees, or percent of a more substantial admission
price .
Impossible due to time factors in this instance, but a must for subsequent
efforts .
Ideal, of course, would be a financial sponsorship which would cover our
expenses and thus alleviate the need for even the nominal 75 cent admission charge .
Utilizing both the positive energy generated, and the lessons learned, from Tapes
From All Tribes, Video Free America will soon begin operating a video environment,
gallery, studio, etc . a t 442 Shotwell Street in San Francisco . We hope to begin
showings by mid-October, and we invite people to get in touch about showings and
exchanging tapes .
Also, we'd be happy to provide whatever help we can to anyone else who is thinking of
organizing showings in the future .
Thanks again for both your participation and your patience .
peace,

AIS RELEASE / U ~

~TY ARC'

SE~M B

; CAUE 947720

PACIFIC FILM ARCHIVE

Six free video workshops led by Video Free America w-~ll
be held at the University Art Museum,

Berkeley, in connection

with "Tapes from All Tribes," the Pacific Film Archive

the Museum

videotape presentation showing at

from July 21

through' August 15 .
Workshops are scheduled for Thursday and Sunday afternoons,
from 3 to 5 .,
.M in the Theater Gallery (lowest level) of the
P
Museum .
Workshop dates are July 29, August l, August 5, August °,
August 12,

and August 15 .

Participants in

these informal, open--house sessions with

Video Free America will explore what video is, how it can be
used,

and

how tapes are

actually

made .

No advance registration required .

For further information please contact Bonnie Baskin 6,12-14,038
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a month-long presentation of alternate ,
experimental, underground, video tapes
at the Univer
Art Museum, Berkeley
3ity

presented by Video Free America, in cooperation witl1 the Pacific Film Archives .
July 21 - August 15 .
Shows will be at 8 :00 and 10 :00 PM, Wednesday
through Sund~:y . Admission : 75 cents .

July

19,

1971

The idea for "Tapes from all Tribes" came about when we approached Sheldon Renan at the Pacific Film
Archives to provide a showing place for a weekend as part of a college video tour we organized on five campuses
earlier this spring (around April and May) . After seeing the University Art Museum and talking to Sheldon, we
agreed that the opportunity was there to present video in some broader context, ergo this program .
He agreed to provide space and logistical support, we are doing the organizing and programming . Over 100
invitations have been sent to video artists to contribute tapes to the presentation, in an effort to present as broad a
spectrum of work and as interesting a collection of video as possible . The result is that we'll be showing work
by "underground" video groups and individual artists, some people who work for cable TV, for broadcast TV, and
many who have at some time happened to have made a video tape, though. it's not the medium they normally work in .
The actual shape of the event as of the writing cf these notes is still evolving and we will be keeping it
organic and flexible during the entire month as we intend to accept tapes right up until the last week .
In addition to shows and performances, Video Free America will more or less be in residence at the
Pacific Film Archive as video artists during the month Df the showings, utilizing the converted poster gallery
as an open studio, doing some of our own work, helping; others finish pieces for the show, doing workshops, demonstrating equipment, and rapping .
The specific programs will be announced weekly ; particularly successful pieces will be repeated several
times . Some pieces will be simply pre-recorded tapes to show, others will include live video created and generated on the spot, some will be a mixture of both . Sorre will be a single image presented simultaneously on
8-12 monitors (TV sets), others will feature more than a single image displayed simultaneously. Some will be
color, some black and white .
Audiences at "Tapes from all Tribes" will in ree.lity be seeing attempts to create a new kind of television
of the future, which will be made possible by the growth of the cable TV and video cassette technologies . Before
the end of the seventies, people will be making their own as well as watching TV of the kind we'll be presentingself-programmed, humanized, directly relevant, personal, useful television . Taste will largely replace mass appeal
as the justification for programming .
In presenting "Tapes from all Tribes", Video Free America and the Pacific Film Archives hope to be part
of a thrust towards creating both a new kind of television and a new kind of television audience, and we hope the
showings will help create sufficient consciousness of video as a lively, relevant, and intelligent art form and
media to justify the existence of a place in the Bay Area to be devoted to the showing of tapes on a regular basis .

Page Two

If you're interested in submitting tapes and willing to read further, enclosed you
will find a sheet with the hard, specific information about the showings, which we
suggest you read with some care ; an instruction sheet to be mailed to us in the self
addressed envelope and additional letters and forms which we'd appreciate your passing
on to anyone we've missed and shouldn't have .
Hoping to hear from you .
Peace,
VIDEO FREE AMERICA
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Televi :,.ten is both the most and
le=st &W of communication me
d.'uins. _~1 nle T
I?rograxlmT
.
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has
.~~
.. P7rt of a regular life
has ,,~
lY, accessability and inescapal?le clement of the American cons ;iOuSr2Ss (the first gener
ation of
_ ._
} . ' ,;a 1
N s " ' is now
" ,
'y; 93 percent of
American 1:;,'acs Eve tcl~ e.. v ision
Sell . proZmn; choices are limited
an! control o', er production and
distribb ;;tion h :?s . until now, remained tightly in Me had of corpo to into _'_s.
a ... .
, )n .si ~, r ,i<}y chang_
i-i, l!ciV_ , c r, due to a .?;amber of
recent t.!t'c-a ahr'o ;!r~l? in television
''he most important of
these is ?he development of inexpei:sive. portable and easy to
., :,
0100p° cording equip_
o,
portai . , . .,ti's carp~aE.T'a
>
the she of
a
an A a recorder weigh±~oanis . Up to half an
r,l
bind picture cr,n be
%Ln o n c7e reel of w inch mag
n
::nc , V ; _;ec< instantly
is n ,
. r._a  '. vibe  s,a+pry . An
h~lai`S
.atl'
e costs
less than 40 dollars and can be
used 50 tines . Compared to film
or coinn_ercial television, this cuts
costs dramatically .
The introduction of portable
video opens up vast possibilities ;
one of the most interestii:g results
so far has been the spontaneous
generation of underground television growls all over the country .
Despite varying degrees of polftiei.3l and :'c"r art.:,tie ccrrinAtment
.
t,'1°
.deo r~?'; a'Qanaraes are all,
basically frying to find new kinds
of television for a new kind of audience .
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One means of reaching this new
audience v,'ili undoubtedly be prov'r'ed by two other r c-?nt techni'cal
.for advances, which are schwhiled
widespread distribution by
1975 ; cable television sys'ems,
which will create 20 to 30 n=: w local channels and video la (,,asSetteS and players designed to
hook Lap to existing, television sets .
Both will allow freer access to the
communications potential of the
medium and make it possible for
the viewer to program his own
television .
The beginnings of an alternative
networ,< are also currently develolaic?,g . During the month of August . Video Free America, a San
P i andscu collective . in cooperation with the 1'~:cific Film Archive produced a unique television
event - Tapes From A!I Tri~35, a
month long presentation of experimental videotapes collected from
all over toe country . Alany tapes
were suit with the understanding
that this \\" "old be the fist of as systeni t : :at AV talx" CXcbanges .
The v . ide rep .'esents~tion of
taws shown illustrated the amazing flexability and broad application of video techniques . Despite the fact that most of the
video artists are relatively new to
the medium (VFA, for example,
has been together for about a
year), the range of effects and
technical innovations used went
far beyond Tat seen on commercial television . In contrast to
straight TV stations, which depend on forms and events inherited from other media and art
forms (TV as a tiny movie pi'ojec-

'.ion device or as a stage or sports
;arena reduced to 140 square inchYs), underground video artists
Lend to approach the video cquipment (which, incidentally, takes
almost no technical training or
expertise to use) as an open-ended
'ool with endless possibilities for
. tin g a new visual }angua; e.
(we
The nature of video is Lndque .
Unlike film, it is essentially an
electronic phenomenon . As such,
its most important contribution is
its own technological vocabulary.
Even the seemingly straight-for1,:ard documentaries SnGwn in the
series (',Which dealt primarily with
counter-culture information such
eS May Day in Washington,
by the
Mayday Video Collective and New
Windaban, about the Krishna Communai farm in West: Virginia, by
hackie Caswn) wood lrL~vc been
Upossible with film. Their spcatanaiety and intimacy depend on
tie ease and avai}ability of the
equipment .
Most of the other tapes shown
v.vre radical in form. as veil as
s'<'`jcct . vi ."ce the vi'leo call?era
rather than, recording an external
image, produces the image itself,
the possibilities for electronic playback and feedback, colonization
aid other visual effects are %irtually unlimited . The ;real flex.ib'-lily in control over both image
aid sound make any degree Prid
combination from realistic images
to total abstraction instantly availa')}e. Probably the most radical
presentation of this nature in the
mots A the %i;c, V'sd : .am and
vole :,) Feedback, which VFA describes as "a synthesis of energies
towards a visual music-language,
d,I>cumented by the artists . Both
preduct and process taped and
li Ie." Althorgh the tapes usod are
:'f'. corded and can be played c:gain,
tl'is system .s essentiall a live
oi-frfcrrnance.

The scqu(nee bfe ins :with a
, . ack (by Lc.
) ±~yrr .`ylc.
b1oo .s souem
Ie hnie) which is traanslnled into
a visual paattern by the Vidiun-. (a
synthesizer v;hick ct -ages sounds
into iina ;os, inverted by Hill
lhrn) . The rwuhing 1'i d gum
image, s}?Qu:n en 2', U inenitU', is
c';iim"ra,
t}? ;'n reco rdc~t b;,' " i
w"iiere 'WW IccAWY w O ;' ; il
inlinity chainher) is widaJ . This
image is recorded 11> ;annth,r
video caaraora ar; d colori,aation slid
zl,,~Itd .
Other visual
This Nna a,, . gc . is 1-" , p,i .e'. w,ca
'>i2L'k am! n Me
ftr mob A i .rS,
and 2 tum " d. to Lig`i-kQ- e tctric
color. Sine_, video replay is
taneous, the serluonre is not })erccivc'd as lineal but Lis si viita .',Cons ;action . "FI -,c+ ~°,ft;cat ~s c izz,
"n-_ages dis?.ort :?rd dissoive 1 ;'1-3
TV servo . . . ton-in, a .o ;i^t; cab:; t~
a°action ca sm" . .ci . The 1
produces different results each
time it is used -- the result is ~ianilar to a group of Tntai i N"s
jananaingn . Audiences a ::;o u: . . " .;y
applaud the ifpiece v;ith shout ial.
approval as
it vas an eNWL;ied
jam by a rock brad .
This type of human feedback is
very in-iportan'4 ti? VFA . They r.onsider audience reaction to be one
of their tools of production so
showing tapes has become . an
essential part of VFA p:oduction
techniques . As one result of the enthusiastic response and is?temst
generated by the Museum show,
the group plans to create an infornial studio/gallery situation in

San Francisco, which should b~
open by October. 1 cgular s'^owim`s each week ;nd ','ill orob<!b :v
begin with Moog vidivm and
Fc:ed!~ack and An experience in Vicee
Process (a progra-n of live cameras
replay and audience irvoh Fvrner,t
with Moth people and techn,)',,,,by)
and continue with othe? VFA
tapes, along with exchano!'' tapes
from many of the groups lx~rticipating in the PZuseum show . In eddition the studio, will also, hopefully serve as a focus for video activities in the area. The point of all
this is that people call learn to tAk
to each other through their television sets . And, as VFA says,
"People will produce and program their own television. Thus
liberated . televisi ;)~i c<:n at lass become a participant, not just an observer in the current American
revolution in popular taste and
consciousness ."
,
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Immediate Release
Woody and Steina Vasulka , pioneering makers of video art
programs, will present a screening of their new work at
Video Free America on Sunday February 27 at 8 pm . Admission

is $ 2 .00 . Video Free America is located at 4-4-2 Shotwell St .
i n San Francisco . For reservations and information call

648-9040 .
The Vasulkas are presenting

two Bay Area premieres, "The

Commission" and "Southwest Landscapes" . Their video art tapes
utilize abstract images and video special effects to create
a new form of video art .

They were founders of the alternative

artspace "The Kitchen" in New York and have taught at Media Study
in Buffalo, New York . Presently living in New Mexico, their work
has been widely exhibited on public televsion and in museums .
For further information and/or photos call 64-8-904-0 .
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Video Free America is an artist's media center . In addition to our
on going screening series, we provide low cost access to production
and post production equipment, workshops, a visiting artist program,
as well as original programming for public television .
The screenings are partially funded by the NEA .

Dear Friends,
Two of Video Free America's favorite video. artists,
New York City's own STEINA and WOODY VASULKA,
will
present a special showing of tapes selected from their
fine creations in the realm of electronic image-making .
Please join us next THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER 14TH at 9 :00
PM for this unique event . We will appreciate a 41 .00
donation at, the door and there are no reservations so
come early .
Peace
Video Free America

